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 The quality of time

Editorial 
Johannes Kepler is credited with the statement "The stars incline, they do not compel." We would 
put it this way today: The constellation of the planets makes stability or instability, harmony or 
disharmony more likely.
Johannes Kepler also had the vision of a "scientific astrology".
What are the characteristics of such a scientific astrology? What can we expect? The planetary 
system of our sun is a complex, non-linear oscillation system and also affects the earth with the 
harmonics of the gravitational field. We will not be able to obtain causal statements. Just as the 
Schrödinger equation only gives the probable location of an electron in the atom, only a change of 
probability, e.g. for earthquakes, can be calculated from the oscillations of gravity.
A scientific astrology will carry out statistically secured studies and will make statements on their 
basis. Prognostics, the goal of any science, will then be based on the previously conducted studies.
In this issue, in addition to the current quality of time in December 2022, the focus is once again 
on the birth of man. We begin to make prognostic statements with the patterns found for a lower 
IQ. In the article on Biographical Rhythms, we look at the 1st cycle from birth to 12 years of age 
in terms of disharmonies at this age. Here the influence of the quality of time is still clearly visible 
in the physical development. The fall of the Berlin Wall is examined in another article. Why were 
the events so chaotic and led to the downfall of the GDR?
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Harmony and disharmony
 December 2022

Let's first look at the harmony and disharmonies:

Figure 1; The quality of time in December 2022; Full Moon is on 12/8, New Moon on 12/23.

The first of December begins disharmoniously with a lot of energy from the Moon, Mercury, Venus,
Mars and Neptune. This is an unfavorable time for negotiations and for making contracts. A 
disharmonious Neptune increases the risk for unrecognized deceptions.
Jupiter and Saturn are harmonious, inviting you to check contracts and negotiations for correctness 
first (until about December 3).

From December 5, a disharmonic period follows until December 10. The disharmony rises in waves
and reaches its peak (in the curve the blue low point) on December 9. The disharmonious planets 
Mars and Jupiter are still strengthened on some days by the Sun, Moon, Mercury and Venus.
If Mars and Venus are disharmonious, one should not start personal arguments, they can easily end 
in aggression.

From December 11, the quality of time becomes more harmonious and stable with a peak at the 
time of the winter solstice (December 21). Continuously, the energy also decreases. It is altogether a
time that can be used for rest, recuperation and relaxation. One should at least try to do so. The 
probability of success is greater than in other times.
Christmas time is often also a time for stress in the family. Consciously avoid it, you might succeed 
in having less stress this year.

Harmony-Disharmony

The upper curve is the
cumulative curve of all

planets.

If the curve is blue, it
indicates an unstable and

disharmonic time. 

A red curve indicates
harmonic and stable times.

ATTENTION: the curves
show only the changes in
probability for harmonic
and disharmonic times.
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Figure 2; The energy of the quality of time in December 2022

Always look at the curves for energy in connection with the curves for harmony. For example, the 
disharmony on December 1 is particularly strong, because on this day the energy is also high.
The harmony on December 20 also has, compared to the other times, enough energy to perhaps 
prepare the celebration of the winter solstice (December 21) and then also celebrate in harmony.

The quality of time at birth, related to intelligence
Continued from issue 2022-11

In the last edition (2022-11), a group of 14 non-normal school-aged individuals was studied, whose 
IQ is unknown and assumed to average 70. These births took place in the period from 1906 to 1961.

Could the results (see issue 2022-11, p. 9) be an artifact, an artificial product, a falsification? It 
would be possible and will be further investigated here.

What can one expect if one examines births of persons with a lower IQ in another period? The 
planets, especially the large planets, the slow-moving ones, move at completely different positions, 
don't they? For comparison, a group of 16 students is used who have a mean IQ of 80 (range 70 to 
87). These students had great difficulty in normal school.

Energy

The upper curve is the
cumulative curve of all

planets.

The distance of the curve
from the black line indicates
the strength of the energy.

It is a measure of the energy
of harmonic and

disharmonic states.

ATTENTION: the curves
show only the changes in

the probability for the
energy.

Evolution is a constant change between harmony and disharmony, between stability and instability. If it were not so, 
nothing would evolve. In a generally difficult time, one should use the harmonious times to do something that 
promises a little more success. It is like sailing. Those who have learned it will come through the storm better, the 
storm itself cannot be conjured up.
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Here is the comparison of the two groups and the combination of the two initial groups.

      Groups period of birth          harmony          energy

1. 14 Special education students                     1906 -1961                            98.88               1.42

2. 16 Students with mean IQ 80.2                  1980 - 1989                            92.68              49.71

3.  30 group 1 & 2                                          1906 - 1989                            98.78              29.72

Prominent feature in both groups is disharmony in the sum of all planets. The group of 16 students 
has no significant energy. This means that the disharmony of the quality of time at their birth was no
longer as strong as in the group of special students.

Both groups, considered together, keep their disharmony in time quality at a not very strong 
disharmony.

The next issue will examine what the trend will be as IQ increases from group to group, up to 
highly gifted individuals.

Can these findings be used for a prediction program? Will it be possible to find the times when the 
probability of a lower IQ is higher than the IQ expected from the genes?

For each of the groups listed above, the 
correlation matrix (see issue 2022-11) is a pattern 
to look for in a time period. Let us look at the 
time quality for December 2022 (Fig. 3). From 
the calculations of the correlation matrix, we can 
first conclude that the blue areas of the curve are 
unfavorable for the development of intelligence. 
But it is important by which planets these 
disharmonies are caused.
 
In addition, the spectrum of energies must also be 
taken into account.

The left image shows the probabilities for 
harmony of the individual planets (Figure 4). 
Significantly disharmonious are Moon, Venus, 
Jupiter and Pluto.
 

Fig. 3; time quality 2022-12; see also Fig. 1;

Figure 4; Planetary spectrum of the 2022-12 harmonic; The left four bars show the harmonic in blue, 
the energy in red, the dynamic in green (1st derivative of the correlation function) and the energy of 
the dynamic in cyan (superimposed absolute values of the dynamic); the following bars show the row
sums of the correlation matrix for the harmonic of the individual planets.
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The left image here shows the spectrum of energy
(Figure 5). Especially little energy has Mars, 
Saturn and significantly little energy has Uranus.
The moon has significantly much energy.

Such a spectrum is characteristic of this group of 
people with low IQ.  
One cannot necessarily conclude a greater 
probability of negative stimulation of IQ at birth 
if the total matrix is negative. The spectra for 
harmony and energy must be added.
Character traits like striving for harmony, 

aggression, willingness to take risks, perseverance, courage, etc. are stimulated by other planetary 
spectra for harmony and energy.

If one knows the correlation matrix for a group of persons, one can search in time, when there were 
or will be similar time qualities. For first investigations the row sums of the planets are suitable for 
this (figure 6).
Remark: The in large parts positive correlation in the left picture is caused by the always positive 
energy.

If one knows the correlation matrix for a group of 
persons, one can search in time, when there were 
or will be similar time qualities. 
For first investigations the row sums of the 
planets are suitable for this (figure 6).
Remark: The in large parts positive correlation in 
the left picture is caused by the always positive 
energy.
If this search is applied to December 2022, for 
example, the result is Figure 6.
The correlation quality was applied here as a 
criterion. If this curve is above the 0.5 line, there 

may well be a higher probability of negative stimulation of IQ during this period. In the period from
December 11 to 15, on the other hand, there is probably a higher probability of a positive influence 
on IQ. But this cannot be conclusively said until the correlation matrix for the more highly gifted 
individuals has been examined.
The topic will be continued in the next issue. 

  
 

Figure 5; Planetary spectrum of energy 2022-12; The left four 
bars show blue the harmonic, red the energy, green the dynamic
(1st derivative of the correlation function) and cyan the energy 
of the dynamic (superimposed absolute values of the dynamic);
the following bars show the row sums of the correlation matrix 
for the energy of the individual planets.

Figure 6; Harmony's forecasts for the probability of low IQ in
December 2022;
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Historical events
The fall of the Berlin Wall

Continued from issue 2022-11

The decision to build the Wall was made in a very disharmonious quality of time. Although the Wall
enabled the East German state to continue to be kept alive, the construction of the Wall brought 
restrictions in the standard of living and in the freedom of opinion and travel for the people in the 
East. The so-called "Iron Curtain" existed for 28 years until 1989, when it was destroyed.

The GDR began preparing for an opening of the 
wall in October 1989. The quality of time was 
disharmonious throughout most of October. 
Especially Jupiter and Saturn indicated a higher 
probability of instabilities. These oscillators 
(planets), according to astrological experience, 
always influence the destinies of states.

On November 9, 1989 at 18:57 was officially announced (Wikipedia):

"Private travel to foreign countries can be applied for without any prerequisites [reasons for travel and family relations].
Permits are issued at short notice. The responsible passport and registration departments of the VPKÄ - the People's 
Police district offices - in the GDR are instructed to issue visas for permanent departure without delay, without any 
preconditions for permanent departure still having to be met. Permanent departures can be made via all border crossing 
points of the GDR to the FRG [...]"

What can be concluded 
from the quality of time?

The proclamation took 
place again in a 
disharmonious and 
unstable time quality.
The planets Jupiter and 
Saturn are disharmonious. 
Here in this case they 
increase the probability of 
further disintegration of 
the state.
Just like October 1989, 
November as a whole is 
very unstable and 
disharmonious.

Figure 7; The quality of time in October 1989; 

Figure 8; The quality of time in November 1989; The 
vertical line marks the time of the announcement of the 
fall of the Berlin Wall 1989-11-09-18-57-00.
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The following planetary spectra clearly show the involvement of each planet for the fall of the 
Berlin Wall 1989-11-09-18-57-00 .

Spectrum of Harmony:

Spectrum of energy:

Figure 9; The Planetary Spectrum of Harmony 1989-11-09-18-57-00; The left four bars show harmony in blue, energy in red, 
dynamics in green (1st derivative of the correlation function), and energy of dynamics in cyan (superimposed absolute values 
of dynamics); the subsequent bars show the row sums of the correlation matrix for the harmony of each planet.

Figure 10; The Planetary Spectrum of Energy 1989-11-09-18-57-00; The left four bars show harmony in blue, energy in red, 
dynamics in green (1st derivative of the correlation function), and energy of dynamics in cyan (superimposed absolute values of 
dynamics); the subsequent bars give the row sums of the correlation matrix for the energy of each planet.
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The proclamation of the "fall of the wall" took place in a state leadership that had already become 
chaotic. Nothing could stop the end of the GDR.
But what does this mean for the new beginning and the then following reunification?
Neptune indicates a much higher probability of disharmony and gives rise to illusions about the 
future, which in the end will not happen after all.   

Biographical rhythms
from birth to 12 years
Continued from issue 2022-11

The myth, the "running thread of the memory of mankind" tells of "goddesses of fate". on which the duration 
of human life is supposed to depend.

In Greek myth, the Moirs are the goddesses: Klotho who spins the thread of life, Lachesis who holds it for a 
lifetime, and Artropos, the Relentless, who finally cuts that thread. Even the gods had no influence on the 
goddesses of fate.

In Norse mythology, it is the Norns who are said to determine fate and the length of life.

You have already seen the left 
curve in the November issue. 
The harmonious periods were 
interpreted. Now we look at 
problematic development years.

The overlay of the principle of 
growth (Jupiter) and maturity 
(Saturn) shows clear 
developmental crises at birth for
the first 12 years, at age 3 with 
the onset of the "defiance phase"
and in the period around age 6-
7.

The superposition curve shows a clear disharmony for 
the age around 3 years. Jupiter is in the first square to 
the natal position, indicating inhibition in unfoldment. 
The curve of Saturn (maturity) runs into disharmony. 
The curve of Uranus (individualization, spontaneity) is 
in a slight disharmony, but ascending.

Figure 11; Childhood from 0 to 12 years; The mean 
orbital periods of the planets were used. Individual 
curves deviate from this. .

Harmony-Disharmony

The upper curve is the
cumulative curve of all

planets.

If the curve is blue, it
indicates an unstable and

disharmonic time. 

A red curve indicates
harmonic and stable times.

ATTENTION: the curves
show only the changes in

the probability for harmonic
and disharmonic times.
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At the age of three, the toddler is out of inner harmony; he begins to experience his own will and 
must learn to reconcile this will with the demands of the outside world. This age is traditionally 
called the "defiance phase", the child recognizes itself as "I" and usually no longer speaks of itself 
in the 3rd person. It has grown, become more independent and motorically dexterous and must deal 
with the environment in a new way. The necessary "tools" are still missing, the child's behavior 
becomes difficult and can show itself as resistance to external demands. The child feels inhibited by
demands from the outside world (parents, educators). It resists and learns to deal with its own will.
This difficult phase can be short and intense, but in individual cases it can also be somewhat longer. 
The individual curve calculation provides information about this.

You will see another unstable phase around the 6th and 7th, almost up to the 8th year of life. This 
age represents a deep break in development for all children and is also associated with significant 
physical changes. The child has grown into a school child. Internal conversion processes prepare a 
new growth spurt.

Jupiter is in opposition to the natal position at 6 years. Saturn is running into the 1st square to the 
natal position at about 7 ½ years. This is a tense constellation.
A disharmonious curve of the planets often indicates a need for change, indicates weariness with 
what has gone before. This can show itself in an underchallenge in the child's institution, in waiting 
for school. On the one hand, the child desires a broadening of horizons: Jupiter is in a tension 
(opposition), which is a "dynamic" transit that can activate development. On the other hand, the 
descending curve of Saturn indicates a crisis in the child's maturation. According to the character of 
Saturn, this period is often somewhat difficult. The child is confronted with Saturn themes such as 
principles of order, with new structures in everyday school life, with duties, with unexpected 
troubles. It learns regularity and integration into larger communities, combined with the necessity to
give up own wishes. Individually this succeeds more or less well, about this the birth chart can give 
information.
The external appearance of the child changes. In this crisis at the age of 6 to 7, the change of teeth 
usually takes place. In the body, the teeth and the skeleton are subject to the principle of Saturn. The
change of teeth is significant for school maturity. The physical changes, the younger the child, are 
still similar in children with comparable living conditions, but begin to differentiate with increasing 
age.

In the first 7 years of life, a lot of formative things happen in the development of the soul, but the 
memory of this is quite weak or fragmentary in many people later in adulthood. Only a few have 
clear memories of this early childhood phase. The intense mental processes remain in the 
background in favor of physical development, but they strongly shape the unconscious and later 
control many behaviors and attitudes in life, not always to one's advantage.
Since pregnancy and the first years of life are so significant for the unconscious, it would be 
appropriate to introduce "parenting schools" for behavior during pregnancy and preschool. This 
could prevent many mistakes, including in parenting. Most parents try to give their child optimal 
developmental opportunities. Nevertheless, due to ignorance, mistakes happen that bring problems 
for adulthood.

At just under 12 years of age, a renewed disharmony in development begins, ushering in the next 
phase of development, which will be considered in the next issue.
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Guest contributions
Do you have people, groups of people, special events or groups of events?

We will review you and, if suitable, conduct research and publish the results with you in our journal
or in an international peer reviewed journal. 

Your own research?
If you intend to conduct your own research independently of us, you can purchase the 
astro-basis program (manual here: http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-
2.htm ). With this program all research results were obtained, which were published in the 
international journals 
Earth & Environmental Science Research & Reviews; 
International Journal of Clinical & Medical Informatics; 
Journal of Robotics and Automation Research;
Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology; 
were published.
For further requirements you can also purchase the astro-extended program (manual here:
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-extended.htm ). This program can 
among other things also carry out resonance examinations (transits) statistically secured. 
Contact us, we will advise you! 

Contract research for your personal questions 
Do you need quality time for personal appointments, births, or groups of people? 

We calculate the time quality matrices for you with statistical tests for significance.
For one appointment we will charge you 80,-€, for groups up to 30 events or persons 120,-€.  

Sponsoring
Would you like to support our research financially? 

Please get in touch with us. Your support can also refer to individual studies, for example. An 
internationally published research article can then include the addendum: "This research was 
conducted by ...... Your name or company.... sponsored. In addition, your name or company can - if 
you wish - be published on our homepage with a link.
Contact us, we will advise you!

https://opastpublishers.com/open-access/triggering-earthquakes-fluctuations-of-the-planetary-gravitational-field-andrnnonlinear-interactions-with-matter.pdf
https://opastpublishers.com/open-access/triggering-earthquakes-fluctuations-of-the-planetary-gravitational-field-andrnnonlinear-interactions-with-matter.pdf
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-extended.htm
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-2.htm
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-2.htm
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/Published%20articles.htm
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/Published%20articles.htm
https://www.tridhascholars.org/pdfs/iq-stimulation-during-the-period-of-birth-IJCMI-5-1045.pdf
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Registration
If you would like to receive the Time Quality magazine by email in the future, please let us know 
here: zunds@zunds-institut.de  

Archive
Older issues of The Quality of Time can be found in the archive  http://www.zunds-
institut.de/archiv.htm

Logout
If you no longer wish to receive the magazine, please send us an email to: zunds@zunds-institut.de  
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